Abstracti The localizationaccuracy of a microphonearray consisting of a monopole and a set of co-located dipole microphones is examined for determining the directional nature of a room impulse response. Angle of arrival estimates derived from directional cosines, formed by cross-correlating the monopole and thee or fewer orthogonally oriented dipole microphone signals, are shown to have variance equal to the inverse of the product of the signal-to-noise ratio and the signal duration. The array's ability to detect individual reflections and directions of arrival as a function of the cross-correlation window duration is discussed. If the window is too long, weak reflections are overlooked and direction of arrival estimates are biased; if too short, spurious detections and high variance direction of arrival estimates result. Finally, a maximum likelihood estimator is introduced, which takes advantage of measurements from additional dipole microphone signals.
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OWRVIEW AND METHOD
The use of a combination of an omnidirectional and three co-located figure-of-eight microphones (oriented leftright, back-front and down-up respectively; also known as a "Soundfield" microphone) for examining the directional nature of a room impulse response was reported recently (Essert 1996) . The zero-lag autocorrelation of the omnidtiectional response Mw(~reveals the arrival time of significant early reflections; cross-correlations of the monopole and dipole responses indicate their direction of arrival. The ideal dipole microphone sensitivity is a,(6) = COS (O-8) ( 1) approximate source direction cosines with respect to the dipole axes for the dominant signal in the analysis window [t-~, f+~] . Figure I shows an example of this method applied to front-back and Iefi-right reflection arrivals.
Consider a source reflection s(O of duration T arriving from direction Oat a Soundfield microphone in the presence of additive measurement noise with zero mean and covariance OJ. k Essert (1996) , the direction of arrival with respect to any pair of axes i and j was estimated as the angle of the measured direction cosines vector6~=arctan(C~~, C~,~). Provided that the signal energy is sufficiently large compared to the measurement noise power (e.g., > 10 dB), this covariance of direction of arrival estimates may be approximated by first expanding d~in a Taylor series about its noise-free value to first order in the measurement errors, and then taking the expected . value of the square difference (8E-0)2. The resulting estimate covariance is
where T is the reflection signal duration and SNR is the measurement signal-to-noise ratio. Estimate accuracy is seen to increase with increasing signal-to-noise ratio and increasing reflection signal duration. As a result, it is important to match the analysis window duration to the reflection signal duration. If the analysis window is too short, estimate variance will be needlessly increased. On the other hand, if the analysis window is too long, noiseonly samples or samples including contributions from other reflections will skew the cross-coherences and bias the direction of arrival estimate.
To evaluate the performanceof the direction of arrival estimate &, a condenser microphone having a rotatable capsule and variable polar response patterns @eumann USM 69i) was placed in a long narrow halIway along with a dodecahedron sound source (Bfieland Kj~r 4296). me microphone and sound source were placed in the plane perpendicular to the long axis of the hallway, and with the microphone diaphragm facing the short axis.~is ensured a cluster of strong early reflections arrivals within a period of 20 msec. Golay sequences were used to measure impulse responses, and the responses were high-passed filtered above 1~z. Figure 1 (left) shows the omnidirectional measurement autocorrelation Cm(~and the x-axis and y-axis monopole-dipole cross-coherences CW(~and C~~, using analysis window durations of 0.2, 1 and 5 msec. me plots corresponding to the l-msec analysis window are drawn using a thick line. Note that Cm(~indicates the arrival of the direct sound and two early reflections before 9 msec, and a number of overlapping reflections afierward. me fwst two reflections appear to arrive from similar directions of arrival as indicated by their similar cross-coherence values. me third reflection appears to arrive from a position aligned more with the x-axis, as its y-axis cross-coherence value is noticeably smaller. Consistent with the discussion above, note that the 0.2-msec analysis window plots are noisy, whereas those using the 5.O-msec analysis window exhibit significant bias. me overlapping reflections appearing in the cross-coherences are difficult to disentangle and can bias the direction cosine measurements.~is fact motivated the search for an alternative detection-estimation scheme. In the additive Gaussian measurement noise case considered above, comparing the likelihood ratio to a threshold is known to provide the optimal tradeoff between probability of detection and probability of false alarm. Further, the likelihood function maximum is known to be unbiased with variance as small or smaller than that of any other estimator when the noise is sufficiently small or the observation time sufficiently long. me maximum likelihood estimator will be described in a future paper (Abel and Begault, 1998) . We note here that the maximum likelihood estimate covariance can be made significantly smaller by including additional dipole measurements. Figure 1 (right) shows a normalized version of the likelihood function derived from measurements made using the monopole-dipole array of Figure 1 (left), with ten additional dipole elements distributed in angle every 15 degrees. Note that the three early arrivals well localized in time in Figure 1 (left) are equally well separated in time and direction in Figure 1 (right) . In addition, there area number of arrivals overlapping in time in Figure 1 (lefi) which are well separated in time and direction in Figure 1 (right) . Finally, it should be pointed out that the times and directions of arrival based on ray tracing of the reflective measurement geometry correspond well with the local maxima in the normalized likelihood fmction shown in Figure 1 .
